YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR SUCCESS

At Axiom, we absolutely do everything possible to make challenging work environments safe, efficient and productive.

EQUIPMENT SALES AND RENTALS

www.axiomequipmentgroup.com
ABOUT AXIOM

Axiom Equipment’s team has decades of combined experience in equipment rental, sales and service. Working with other internationally accredited organizations, we have the unique ability to provide on-demand products for sale and rent.

With our large fleet of new, reliable, well-maintained site equipment, we can meet large project demands quickly and supply quality equipment for smaller projects cost-effectively.

At Axiom, we believe in ZERO DOWNTIME so much that we stand behind it with a unique iron clad promise that combines the industry’s most reliable equipment fleet with a rapid response program, around-the-clock availability, expert service and a financing option to fit every budget. Gain peace of mind knowing we have the inventory to repair and replace equipment on the fly!

Here at Axiom Equipment Group, we deliver equipment solutions that eliminate downtime, simplify operations, and ensure customer success.

THE AXIOM PROMISE

ZERO DOWNTIME
Our rapid response program and around-the-clock availability ensure you don’t experience interruptions in your operations

FLEXIBLE FINANCING
Through our flexible financing, we offer a variety of options for every budget

SUPERIOR SERVICE
Our experts have decades of experience in the industrial equipment industry

HIGH QUALITY FLEET
Our high-quality fleet includes top performing, reliable equipment from internationally recognized brand names

Headquartered in Oxbow, Saskatchewan, Axiom Equipment Group also has satellite locations in Alberta, British Columbia, and Manitoba, in order to better serve our Western Canadian customers. You can rest easy knowing that equipment will be shipped quickly and efficiently to your job site.
Axiom Equipment Group has a wide range of hydronic, indirect-fired and flameless industrial heaters to keep your jobsite heated efficiently.

Our indirect-fired heaters are very heavy duty, highly reliable, and designed to run 24/7 in extreme environments.

Our indirect-fired heater units can withstand tough blizzard and ice storm conditions, and select models can withstand winds up to 112 kph, and operate in temperatures as low as -51°C. Our indirect-fired heaters are versatile, heavy duty air heaters that bring efficient heat to various work spaces.

Indirect-fired air heaters produce clean, dry, healthy heat, offering an ideal environment for a variety of construction, residential and restoration applications without the use of an open flame, combustion by-products or moisture.
Flameless Heaters

Flameless heaters are ideal for potentially volatile applications where “no open flame” is a requirement. Engine-driven, these heaters develop very high CFM and static pressure to maximize your heat delivery. All our models feature positive air and high temperature shutdowns and offer simple one button operation for a rental-friendly design.

All our flameless heaters include additional features such as:
- Spill containment of all engine oil/coolant and mineral oil fluid for environmental friendliness.
- Performance monitoring strobe lights which indicate from a distance that all systems are operating properly.
- Sealed alternator for longer service life.
- Lock Out/Tag Out approved master switch for added operator safety.

Axiom’s flexible heater ducts are a high quality, low cost solution for heat transmission. Although being 30% lighter than canvas, our resilient and rugged heater ducts boast triple the tear, puncture and tensile resistance.

They are reinforced with an internal coiled wire helix to improve flexibility and avoid collapse. Crafted from flame-resistant fabric, these heater ducts have no sharp scent and a temperature rating of -30°C to 260°C, with the Silicone fabric liner on the inlet end withstanding up to 500°F (260°C).

The standard end finish includes a flexible steel Pinlock coupling (edges deburred for safety), with a J-lock end finish also available. To make storage and transport secure, two webbing straps are attached for convenient and safe handling. Ask about our seasonal heater duct discount!
I would like to express my appreciation to your group for going above and beyond whenever we required any service due to break down of your equipment. With that being said, there were very few instances when we had any issues. Your group serviced Park Derochie on K+S Site greatly and was willing to help us out in a very critical pathway. Again I would like to thank your group!

“The team at Axiom Equipment Group was amazing to work with! Regardless of our request they responded immediately and professionally regardless of timelines, distances and constraints. Thanks for the help in making our project successful!”

Barry Hiebert | PARK DEROCHIE ON K+S SITE

Rocco Deliso | SOMERVILLE AECON JOINT VENTURE
Light Towers and Pumps

Whether you’re looking for a vertical or horizontal mast, or a narrow-body or wide-body, we’ve got light towers for rent or sale to meet your needs, available in 6kW, 8kW and 20kW capacity.

All of our light towers are made to North American standards to suit the toughest North American operating conditions.

Brilliantly light up your jobsite efficiently and precisely where you need it!

Axiom’s Light Tower/Pump Combo

20KW Wide Body, Diesel, with two 3” Pumps

The perfect light tower/pump combo, our 20KW light tower comes with two 3” high flow submersible pumps.

Features:
- 3” pintle hitch
- 4 tie downs
- DOT lighting
- 4-point jack stands
- 110% fluid containment
- Complete with discharge hose
- 50’ electrical pump extension cord
- Air shut off is available upon request

4” - 8” Trash Pumps

Our trash pump range offers solutions to all your pumping requirements. Whether it’s dewatering, dust suppression, transferring or sewage bypass and more, our pump specialists will set you up with the proper pump to suit your individual needs.

Features:
- 4", 6", 8" sizes available
- Remote stop/start operating versions
- Telemetry system for remote pump operation
- Skid-based, trailer-mounted, or permanent installation
- Open-style or sound attenuated
- Weatherproof enclosures available for maximum protection in outdoor applications
- Stainless steel construction for highly corrosive environments
- Extra fuel tank capacity

ECO-25 LED Electrical Light Tower

Designed specifically for extreme oilfield operating conditions, the ECO-25 is designed to withstand extreme weather conditions and rugged terrain.

3” Trash Pumps

Great for construction, general dewatering, drainage and emergency applications. Due to its dry prime capabilities, this highly efficient pump can start pumping from the moment you turn the switch.

Electric Submersible Pumps

Our electric submersible pumps have a rugged, dependable design with a proven track record.

Features:
- 2", 3", 4", 6" sizes available
- Available in one-phase and three-phase models
Generators and Fuel Storage Solutions

Power generation is a critical aspect of every remote and jobsite. The key to success is having a quality generator that delivers reliable, robust power.

Axiom offers generator sets, capable of delivering extreme operational flexibility with high efficiency. Our generators range from 14 kW - 240kW. Larger generators can be provided upon request.

Key Features:
- Proven reliability and low life-cycle costs
- User-friendly control panel with full safety shut-down protection
- Centra lift facility for easy lifting into hard to reach locations
- Optional single and dual-axle trailer
- Sound attenuated package provides quiet operation
- Large fuel tank offers longer run times
- Digital controller provides easy to read LCD display
- Durable features such as stainless steel external hardware and automotive corrosion treatment of select body parts provide a long lasting, quality appearance
- Factory installed customized options are available. These include a fluid containment system, cold weather options, camlock panel, etc.

Fuel Storage Solutions

From Eco-Chambers to TransCube™ to TransTank®, Axiom Equipment Group supplies a full range of fuel storage solutions for your jobsite needs.

Our TransTank® and Transcube™ are certified for fuel transport.

Air Compressors

Axiom Equipment Group has a variety of high-quality air compressors for rent and sale, with varying capabilities to meet your jobsite needs.

Our air compressors are easy to maintain and have long continuous-run hours for maximum uptime.

Our air compressors are ideal for countless applications, including general construction, sandblasting, pneumatic tool operation and pipeline testing.

Our air compressors are available in 185, 200, 375, 400, 600, 800, 915 or 1,600 cfm.
Aerial Lift Equipment

Axiom Equipment Group supplies a variety of aerial lift equipment to help you reach the heights you need. From boom lifts, to telehandlers, to scissor lifts, we’ve got it all.

Boom Lifts

We carry a variety of high-quality boom lifts with varying platform and working heights. We offer additional options such as attachments for all of our boom lifts.

Telehandlers

We offer telehandlers with weight capacities from 6,000lbs to 20,000lbs and larger for every jobsite need. Ask us about our Telehandler attachment options!

Scissor Lifts

We carry both new and used electric and rough terrain scissor lifts.
MISSION
To eliminate downtime, simplify operations and ensure customer success.

VISION
To be the North American supplier, customer and employer of choice for equipment solutions.

VALUES
- Safety
- Integrity
- Commitment
- Teamwork
- Spirit
- Continuous Improvement

Highway 18 E, Oxbow SK S0C 2B0
844 73 AXIOM
equipment@axiomequipmentgroup.com
www.axiomequipmentgroup.com